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Recently, negative differential resistance (NDR), which is one of the most peculiar phenomena occurred in nanoelectronic devices, has been frequently reported studied. Especially, Professor Richard Kiehl’s group observed a well-defined NDR characteristic from the metal–oligo (phenylene ethylene) –metal junction. Although many theoreticians and experimentalists has studied the NDR phenomena of oligo (phenylene ethylene) SAM system, two important features observed in the Kiehl’s experiments—a dependency of amplitude of NDR on sweeping rate and an existence of hysteresis loop—are not clearly explained. We propose an electric field induced conformational change mechanism, which understands NDR characteristics as a phase transition of two states, a planar conformation state and a twisted conformation state induced by voltage gradient between two electrodes. We investigated the energetics of those two possible conformations using QM and FF calculations. Furthermore, a Lattice Monte Carlo simulation based on the results of QM and FF calculations successfully regenerates main features experimentally observed.